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What's Inside a Black Hole? Past the Event Horizon - Sky &
Telescope
Apr 10, - In the century since Einstein predicted the
existence of black holes in his to be—but they couldn't
definitively see the black hole because their.
What's Inside a Black Hole? Past the Event Horizon - Sky &
Telescope
Apr 10, - In the century since Einstein predicted the
existence of black holes in his to be—but they couldn't
definitively see the black hole because their.
Black hole picture captured for first time in space
breakthrough | Science | The Guardian
You know all those pictures of black holes you've seen online
or in your high-school astronomy textbook? They're all
illustrations. Yep, they're just fake.
Katie Bouman: The woman behind the first black hole image BBC News
Apr 11, - Black hole picture captured for first time in space
breakthrough a picture of her triumphantly beaming as the
image of the black hole.

Black hole breakthrough: a lot done, much more to do | New
Scientist
Feb 25, - OK, sure, if you go too close to a black hole you
can never get out again. But when it comes down to it, black
holes are not as menacing as their.
A Newborn Monster Black Hole May Get the Boot When Its Parent
Galaxies Collide | Space
Apr 11, - "Watching in disbelief as the first image I ever
made of a black hole was Bouman became an international
sensation, with her name trending.
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As they cross the event horizon, they might not even notice.
Understanding the singularity at the core of a black hole may
reveal the answer to the core Inside Her Black Hole questions
of physics. Once you've compressed something so much that no
quantum physics effects can beat gravity anymore, there is
nothing left to prevent gravity having its way completely —
such that everything is pulled into a point of infinite
density right at the centre, far inside the event horizon.
Inretrospect,itwasoneofthefirstindicationsthatblackholesarereal.
At one stage, this involved Inside Her Black Hole
collaboration splitting into four separate teams which
analysed the data independently until they were absolutely
confident of their findings. This presented an unprecedented
computational challenge: the amount of data collected was so
enormous that it had to be physically shipped to a central
location, the MIT Haystack observatory, in the form of half a
tonne of hard drives. These younger black holes accumulate
larger amounts of matter, so their swirls of luminous gas
shine brighter.
Sciencefictionpaintsblackholesasall-consumingmonstersbut,forastro
is the picture of the event horizon and not inside the black
hole or structure of the black hole. Zeroing in on cosmic
monsters Any lingering doubts Inside Her Black Hole the
reality of black holes dissolved three years ago when the
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory, or LIGO,
detected the collision of a pair of distant black holes, which

sent a shiver through the fabric of space-time.
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